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associates a Latin keyword with the XML element. It is a
convenient way to restructure XML data into smaller
pieces that it is easy to deal with. Another way to use

table names is to associate them with columns or rows.
The following sample documents a bookbok document

example document another kind of file? This may be for
reasons of security, copyright, or privacy. Typically,

attributes on a tag are called "attributes" and don't have
a name. "Name" attributes on elements must be used
when a particular tag, for example, an ID or NAME, is

made unique by including it in the HTML or XML
document. A special short form is also possible to write
an element name. This short form consists of the tag

name itself, followed by the tag name, followed by the
item name enclosed in double quotes. An example of

this is to write a closing tag in an HTML document. HTML
also allows the use of the short form for many attributes,
such as the short form of the ID attribute, shown above,
i.e. The HTML tag works in any software, but the XML tag

works only in XML parsers. A library of other tags is a
namespace in which particular names are declared that
are not expected to be present in the markup language.
An example is the attribute HTML EMBED. A namespace

is a concept in XML that allows the declaration and
utilization of a set of independent tag names. The HTML
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and XML languages used for Web documents are
combined into one so that they are compatible and can

be communicated and displayed or interpreted
simultaneously in the same software. HTML Document

format: This document type is identified as HTML. It is a
markup language that can be read and also used for

designing the webpages. This document is of very simple
structure. The tags are mainly used to describe the

contents of a particular item. The following are the key
points that should be maintained while writing a
document to HTML. DTD Considerations HTML is

basically a set of tags. Thus, all the related tags are
required to be described in a document. The DTD or

Document Type Definition
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